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Abstract
We report on a recent paper (Wei & Buchert 1993), where we carry out pencil beam constructions in a
high-resolution simulation of the large-scale structure of galaxies. As an example we present the results
for the case of \Hot-Dark-Matter" (HDM) initial conditions (with scale-free n = 1 power index on large
scales and 
 = 1) as a representative of models with sucient large-scale power. We use an analytic
approximation for particle trajectories of a self-gravitating dust continuum and apply a local dynamical
biasing of volume elements to identify luminous matter in the model. Using this method, we are able to
resolve formally a simulation box of 1200h
 1
Mpc (e.g. for HDM initial conditions) down to the scale of
galactic halos using 2160
3
particles. Pencil beam probes are taken for a given epoch using the parameters
of observed beams. In particular, our analysis concentrates on the detection of a quasi-periodicity in
the beam probes. The simulation is designed for application to parameter studies which prepare future
observational projects.
We nd that a large percentage of the beams shows quasi-periodicities with periods which cluster at a
certain length scale. The periods found range between one and eight times the cuto length in the initial
uctuation spectrum. At signicance levels similar to those of the data of Broadhurst et al. (1990), we nd
about 15% of the pencil beams to show periodicities, about 30% of which are around the mean separation
of rich clusters, while the distribution of periodicity scales reaches values of more than 200h
 1
Mpc.
1 Introduction
Broadhurst et al. (1990) have reported an apparent quasi-periodicity of 128h
 1
Mpc in the com-
bined data from pencil beams of the Kitt Peak and the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) surveys
(Broadhurst et al. 1988, Koo & Kron 1987). The combined pencil beam in total is 2200h
 1
Mpc
deep reaching back to a redshift of z  0:5, which probably probes a `fair' depth of spacetime.
The limitations in depth of present all-sky surveys indicate that we might learn more from the
analysis of a sucient number of deep pencil beams than from shallow all-sky surveys, at least as
far as the understanding of the large-scale structure is concerned. (For a complete discussion of
recent works see Dekel et al. 1992, Wei & Buchert 1993.)
When simulating deep pencil beam observations in the context of a model for the formation of
large-scale structure, the following requirements have to be met by the model: 1. It should mirror
a `fair' sample of the universe in the framework of some cosmogony, i.e., the simulation box should
exceed the `fair sample scale' which for positive spectral indices is the case, if the box covers the
whole length of deep pencil beams, however, at least 250h
 1
Mpc for HDM initial conditions (see
Buchert & Martnez 1993 for a denition of the `fair sample scale'). As a minimal requirement we
consider the box-length to be of the order of 1000h
 1
Mpc, so that periodic boundary conditions
of the box produce no articial signals. 2. At the same time, the model should resolve (at least
formally) galactic scales in the whole box. This is important, since the beam probes are fairly
narrow; results are only reliable, if the structure on the scale of typical cross-sections of the beams
is resolved. In general, numerical simulations clearly do not meet these requirements.
We propose here a model which has several advantages for the purpose of modeling deep
pencil beams. Our analytical model meets all the requirements mentioned above and overcomes
the disadvantages of storage and CPU time intensive numerical simulations. In particular, the
formal resolution of scales  0:5h
 1
Mpc in the whole box, which is a sensible scale for a system
galaxy + halo, is possible.
2 The model
2.1 The initial conditions
We generate a random Gaussian scalar eld of uctuations S(
~
X) on a 180
3
Lagrangian mesh.
According to HDM initial conditions (Bond & Szalay 1983) we take the power spectrum of the
initial eld to be of power-law form with a power index of n = +1 and a Gauss-smoothed cuto
k
max
. We identify this high-frequency cuto 
min
=
2
k
max
with a large-scale characteristic length
(for HDM: 
min
= 13

 1

h
 2
Mpc, where 


is the density of one neutrino species relative to
a at background density, and h the Hubble-constant in terms of 100 km/Mpcs). We assume a
at universe where baryonic matter can be neglected in comparison with the neutrino matter and
therefore work with 


= 

tot
= 1. We express all length scales as multiples of the cuto length

min
. Since we only use absolute lengths to specify the luminosity function in redshift space, we
set 
min
= 25h
 1
Mpc.
We realize the spectrum on a large box with periodic boundaries at 
max
=
2
k
min
= l
max

min
,
where l
max
should be large. Here we use l
max
= 48 which allows us to model large beams, like the
two combined by Broadhurst et al. , according to our normalization, see Fig.1.
2.2 The evolution model
The \Zel'dovich-approximation" (Buchert 1989, 1992 and ref. therein) has proved to incorporate all
aspects necessary for the present purpose down to the non-linearity scale of the perturbations and
until a stage which could be roughly characterized by  = 1 (Coles et al. 1993). A shortcoming
of the \Zel'dovich-approximation" is the free shell-crossing resulting in \walls", which are too
thick compared to numerical simulations. We consider this shortcoming to compensate the eect
of the transformation to redshift space, which we neglect in the present work. (Tests on this
compensation have been performed in a similar two-dimensional simulation by Buchert & Mo
1991). Also, the small scales are only formally resolved here, the action of gravity on these scales
is not modeled properly. Therefore, if the internal structure of the pancakes matters, this scheme
cannot be applied.
For this work, we use the rst-order solutions of the general Lagrangian perturbation solutions
(Buchert 1992) and restrict the general model, which involves two initial uctuation elds (given
at z
0
= 1000), one for the peculiar-velocity
~
U (
~
X) and one for the peculiar-acceleration
~
W (
~
X),
by assuming irrotationality of the initial velocity eld. Also, we assume
~
U (
~
X) =
~
W (
~
X)t
0
, i.e.,
both elds are spatially congruent. With this restriction, the general rst order mapping from
Lagrangian coordinates
~
X to comoving Eulerian coordinates ~q practically reduces to Zel'dovich's
mapping and reads (for a at background universe):
~q =
~
F (
~
X; z) =
~
X +

1 + z
0
1 + z

  1

3
2
r
X
S
(1)
(
~
X); (1)

X
S
(1)
(
~
X) = trace

@
2
S
@X
i
@X
j

t
0
;
where S is the peculiar velocity potential:
~
U =: r
X
S:
This mapping depends non-locally on the initial condition S, in contrast to Zel'dovich's mapping.
However, in the rst-order case we can make it local by setting r
X
S
(1)
to r
X
S without loss of
generality (Buchert 1992).
In a next step we shall incorporate the second-order solution (Buchert & Ehlers 1993, Buchert
1993), which extends the range of validity of the model to later times and also to smaller scales.
2.3 Gigaparsec realizations at high resolution
In order to establish the link between `fair' and galactic scales, we have to perform simulations
of very high spatial resolution. The | at least from the viewpoint of simulating large samples of
the universe | main advantage of the analytical model (1) is the possibility of improving particle
number and hence resolution of the simulation by interpolation of the mapping (1). For this, we
compute the generating eld
~
U (
~
X) on a grid of 180
3
points, where the resolution of the grid must
allow for a suciently accurate resolution of the highest frequency component in the spectrum.
Then we interpolate trilinearly between the grid points, giving us an easy way of adapting the
number of particles to the needs of our simulation. This way, we can resolve our simulation
volume of 1200
3
h
 3
Mpc
3
into 2160
3
particles, giving a linear resolution of 555h
 1
kpc, which is
a sensible scale for a system of galaxy + halo for the simulated mass limit. (The interpolation
method as a tool for large-scale structure modeling has been introduced and illustrated by Buchert
& Bartelmann (1991)). The resolution used (2160
3
) is extremely high compared with numerical
standards, the realization of a box is comparatively fast. To our experience, the chosen resolution
represents the lowest resolution necessary for a sensible simulation of deep pencil beam data. This
is because the model has to cover at least 2 times three orders of magnitude in spatial scale. Thus,
the model is sensible also to small-scale clustering properties of galaxies within walls, which is
important for the probability of a beam to hit the wall (compare Ramella et al. 1992). In this line
the model can be improved. One important step of improvement, which we already mentioned,
is the implementation of a second-order correction into the displacement mapping. The second-
order approximation models the tidal eect of self-gravity on the relevant spatial and temporal
range. Of course, the simulation of the merging process of galaxies (here modeled simply by
random selection, see the next subsection) as well as hydrodynamics will be necessary to verify
our phenomenological selection criteria to identify luminous matter.
2.4 Local dynamical biasing algorithm
As explained in more detail in (Buchert 1991a,b), we use a local (non-linear) density bias to
determine a subfraction of luminous matter in the model. This biasing method is dynamical in
the following sense: We follow volume elements of comoving size  along their trajectories given
by the analytical mapping (1). We then consider the density at the element. We call the element
luminous all the time after it has reached a threshold 
c
in the Lagrangian density excess:
(
~
X; z) :=
%
%
b
=
1 + 
0
(
~
X)
det

@F
i
@X
j

(
~
X; z)
: (2)
On the resolved scale, a lower bound on the masses of objects M
c
in the simulation can be assumed,
the corresponding density threshold value can be calculated according to:

c
=
M
c
(z = 0)
%
b
(z = 0)
; (3)
where the resolved (comoving) volume is  = (555h
 1
kpc)
3
, related to physical volumes V
as  = V (1 + z)
3
. If the resolved volumes are equal for all
~
X and if  = const: for all z,
we nd that everywhere and at any epoch the physical masses produced are equal. Thus, for
e.g. 
c
= 3:0, all points in the simulation represent luminous matter above a lower mass bound
M
c
= 1:42  10
11
h
 2
M

, or luminosity limit, respectively. Note that the choice of comoving
volumes on which the threshold operates compensates for the enhanced background density at
earlier epochs.
We then select randomly (after thresholding) a subsample of potentially luminous volume
elements such that overall 

lum
= 0:01. This random selection can be viewed to mimic merging
of luminous volume elements (elementary masses) into larger objects.
Clearly, this selection criterion does not relate the large-scale density eld directly to the
formation conditions of individual galaxies. We consider this selection as a phenomenological link
to the environmental conditions of galaxy formation considerably improving the standard Eulerian
biasing scheme (compare Kates et al. 1991).
Since we have discriminated luminous and dark matter, we have introduced a non-standard
HDM model. As the present local biasing algorithm is non-linear we can have interesting conse-
quences for the local structure characteristics (compare Buchert & Martnez 1993).
3 Simulation of pencil beam surveys
We restrict our simulations to a cubic box of 1200h
 1
Mpc base length. Starting in one corner of
the cube (the observer's position) we randomly draw pencil beams of solid angles of 20
0
reaching
into the cubes volume. This way, the size of the simulated beams is still large enough to expect
about 10 periods, which is enough for a reasonable statistics of periods. We conctruct three
ensembles of pencil beams, each consisting of 100 beams. The dierence between the ensembles is
due to a dierent realization of the model, i.e., a dierent random set of amplitudes and phases.
3.1 Selection of a beam catalog from the simulated point process
Pencil beam galaxy catalogues are extracted from the model in four steps:
1. Geometry: All particles of the simulation which lie in the survey geometry (in case of this
simulation, a narrow cone of 20
0
solid angle extending out to 1200h
 1
Mpc from one corner
of the cubic simulation volume) are extracted.
2. The threshold scheme: All particles whose Lagrangian density excess exceeds a critical value

c
are selected as belonging to \potentially" luminous matter. We choose 
c
= 3:0.
3. Overall matter density: We reduce the number of particles within our survey geometry such
that a value of 

lum
= 0:01 results by randomly selecting particles (after thresholding). Here
we have to account for the limited mass scale of our simulation (only masses  M
c
(
c
) are
simulated) by setting the selection probability of the particles to a correspondingly lower
value. After this step the particles can be considered to represent galaxies. The resulting
mean density of galaxies (in the simulatedmass range) is 4:210
 3
h
3
Mpc
 3
. (A slice through
our simulation volume corresponding to this stage can be seen in Fig. 1)
4. Visibility: We assign to each galaxy a detection probability (i.e. a probability that its lu-
minosity lies in the range of visible values, depending on its distance from the observer and
on the simulated survey limit m
lim
). We use a Schechter-type luminosity function with
parameters according to Broadhurst et al. (1990). Taking the limited range of masses
(and therefore luminosities) simulated in our model, the resulting mean luminosity den-
sity of L = 8:4  10
7
L

Mpc
 3
(for h = 0:5) is in good agreement with the estimate of
L  10
8
L

Mpc
 3
given by Kirshner et al. (1979).
After the last step in this procedure, the resulting set of particles can be considered as a catalogue
of visible galaxies (for the simulated observer and survey limit). Of course, this scheme can easily
be extended to other survey geometries.
Figure 1: A slice of the simulation.
Thickness is 1h
 1
Mpc with a side
length of 1200h
 1
Mpc. Only galax-
ies according to 

lum
= 0:01, as ob-
tained by our selection scheme for
a threshold of 
c
= 3:0, have been
included in the plot.
4 Results
The number of periodic pencil beams naturally depends on the criteria used to decide whether a
beam is called periodic or not. Apart from visual impressions (of the distance distribution and
pair counts) we concentrate on three criteria: The signicance X of peaks in the power spectrum
(Szalay et al. 1991), given as peak-power to white-noise-power ratio (our main criterion), a trial
period folding algorithm, and a method using the change of slope between left-sided and right-sided
linear regressions of the ratio of unnormalized pair counts (Mo et al. 1992).
Requiring only a signicance of X  6, which is about half that of the beam of Broadhurst et
al. , we nd as much as 41% of the beams periodic, while for X  11:8 (the value found by Szalay
et al. ) we still have 15% of the beams periodic. The dierence between dierent ensembles is in
this case not extreme, as can be seen in Table 1.
X
p
 14.0 12.0 11.8 10.0 8.0 6.0
%(1) 10.0 12.0 13.0 19.0 25.0 40.0
%(2) 7.0 13.0 13.0 19.0 28.0 44.0
%(3) 10.0 17.0 18.0 25.0 30.0 40.0
% 9.0 14.0 14.7 21.0 27.7 41.3
Table 1: The percentage of beams with at least one peak of X  X
p
, for dierent minimal
signicance levels X
p
.
The distribution of periods for signicance levels above X
p
= 6:0 and X
p
= 11:8 is shown in
Figure 2. For higher signicances, the detected periods start slightly above the cuto scale of
the initial spectrum, while few periods of low signicance can also be found slightly below this
scale. About 50% of the periodic beams have periods in the interval [
min
; 2
min
]. Around typical
values of rich cluster distances ( 2 [50, 70 ]h
 1
Mpc for 
min
= 25h
 1
Mpc) we found ' 30% of
the periodic pencil beams with signicance X  11:8. However, only a few beams with periods
 100h
 1
Mpc are found. This could be due to the lack of small scale clustering inside the walls,
which would favour the detection of large periods because many walls might be missed. In our
realizations we didn't nd evidence for the occurence of large periods due to this eect. Large
Figure 2: The distribution of periods for beams with a most signicant peak in the power spectrum
of at least X = 6:0 (left) and X = 11:8 (right).
periods are (in our simulation) mainly the results of the detection of clusters instead of walls in
the pencil beam. The detection of large periods in this case is evident: rstly, due to a lower
probability to hit a cluster instead of a wall, secondly, due to a higher signicance of peaks in the
power spectrum (the number of galaxies is larger in clusters).
Figure 3 shows the distribution of galaxies, pair count histograms, change of slope diagrams and
power spectra for four selected pencil beams, while Figure 4 shows the surface density of galaxies
for two selected beams, computed without correction for the luminosity function. Usually, the
peaks lie in the region of 1 2:5 galaxies=h
 2
Mpc
2
, but single peaks can extend to 10 times higher
densities. Obviously, the higher peaks are caused by the intersection of rich galaxy clusters with
the beam, while the generic case of lower density peaks represents the intersection with walls.
5 Discussion and relation to other work
Compared to other work the relative abundance of 15% peaks of a signicance of at least the
level of the pencil beam observed by Broadhurst et al. (1990) detected in our simulations is quite
high. The occurence of periodicities in pencil beams as extracted from a model with a truncated
spectrum is easy to understand. Only van de Weygaert (1991) and Subbarao & Szalay (1992) give
information about the occurence of periodicities in their Voronoi tesselation simulations. While van
de Weygaert nds for generic spectra also about 15% periodic beams (without using a quantitative
measure to dene these periodicities), Subbarao & Szalay nd similar rates of periodicities only
for Voronoi tesselations using seeds on a cubic grid, and much less for Poissonian seeds. So, our
model seems in fact to favour the detection of periodicities in pencil beams.
However, there remain some questions about the detected scale of the periods, since the rate of
detection of large periods in our model is quite low, at least if we use standard HDM normalization.
Statistical information to compare with is scarce. As long as the statistical status of the observa-
tions is not improved, a low abundance of high periods does not argue against this model. The
detection of large periods may well be the result of small-scale clustering inside the walls, giving a
relatively high probability for the pencil beam to miss walls (Ramella et al. 1992). Since we have
used a simple (rst-order) approximation, a random selection of biased volume elements generates
a more or less Poissonian distribution of test particles over the sheets. Therefore, modeling the
small-scale clustering inside of walls better (by using second-order approximation theory) might
also change the abundance of large periods.
The surface densities of galaxies inside walls are around 1  2:5h
2
Mpc
 2
without a luminosity
selection (see Fig. 4 ). These values agree well with those of 0:2   0:3h
2
Mpc
 2
found by de
Lapparent et al. (1991) and Ramella et al. (1992) for the \Great Wall" in the CfA-survey, allowing
for a factor of  4 alone by the eect of the luminosity function on the apparent surface densities.
Figure 3: The distribution of galaxies, pair count histograms, change of slope diagrams and power
spectra for two selected pencil beams. (The bin size is 10h
 1
Mpc, the signicances of strongest
periods are > 11.)
Figure 4: The surface density of galaxies for two selected beams, computed without correction for
the luminosity function.
Compared to typical scales in the large-scale distribution of galaxies as reported by Mo et al.
(1992), the maximum of the distribution of periodicities could naively be expected around the
scale 60h
 1
Mpc, which is a common scale in a huge list of catalogues including Abell clusters, all-
sky surveys and pencilbeam surveys. According to our normalization the maximum is identied
with a scale of about 35h
 1
Mpc indicating that either the cuto should be normalized to a larger
value, or the power on large scales should be increased. However, we have done an independent
check of the presence of this scale in the simulation by using the unnormalized paircount method
for several 1h
 1
Mpc slices of the box. We found that indeed in some slices a clear periodicity
of ' 60h
 1
Mpc can be detected corresponding to the presence of rich clusters in these slices,
while for most of the slices only the cuto scale was present. If the dominance of a 60h
 1
Mpc
scale is due to the presence of rich clusters, then our normalization is still adequate. However, in
order to draw denite conclusions, a systematic study of typical scales in the galaxy and cluster
distribution is indispensible, which lies beyond the scope of the present work.
In this line it is interesting to note that Mo et al. (1992) have also analyzed the pencil beam data
of Broadhurst et al. They found a typical scale of 130h
 1
Mpc in agreement with other methods,
which is due to a signicant feature in the data. However, if a small eld including this feature is
excluded from the data, the period drops to 60h
 1
Mpc in agreement with the commonly traced
scale of dierent objects. This suggests that large periods are indeed special, and the basic period
should be expected around the 60h
 1
Mpc scale, which approximately corresponds to the average
period (weighted with the number of periodic beams) for our normalization.
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